The NA-11S1 Premium Network Audio player is arguably the most advanced, next-generation player there has ever been. Its introduction to this year’s Premium collection is a true milestone in the Marantz history and is a momentous occasion for every audiophile.

EISA award
Tested and awarded best Digital Audio Player 2013-2014

“If networked audio systems have typically been designed for convenience rather than ultimate sound quality then this new digital audio player from Marantz marks a turning point in the evolution of home hi-fi.” • “The player is immaculately finished while its subtle, smooth and intricately detailed sound is always musical, setting an enviable standard. Without doubt, the NA-11S1 is a supreme streamer.”

Diapason d’or
Tested by Thierry Soveaux for Diapason magazine (November 2013)

“Ubiquitous, lavish, the NA-11S1 is one of the most talented network audio player.” • “Amazing sound and musical qualities.” • “Extravagance and flexibility of use” • “An exceptional product” • “No weakness.”

Qobuzissime award
Tested by Philippe Daussin for online premium music service Qobuz (June 1st, 2013)

“The NA-11S1 is everything for today and tomorrow” • “With the new premium network audio player, Marantz has chosen to celebrate its sixty years of existence to present a product resolutely turned towards the next sixty years!” • “Great product, amazing craftsmanship, superb sound reproduction, this is why the NA-11S1 absolutely deserves the Qobuzissime award. A product of dream, a favourite device, and a device that is a real investment.”
Hi-Fi News (Yearbook 2013)
“DSD performance was clean and open, with a lilting unforced quality” • “Marantz’s new NA-11S1 shows just what is possible from modern high-res digital sources. It has a plethora of facilities, including stable streaming and USB provision, and is beautifully built. Its subtle, smooth and intricately detailed sound sets an enviable standard.”

I-fidelity.net (Issue May 2013)
“The NA-11S1 is an outstanding network player, especially due to its sound quality and its manifold convenient controls.”

Audio (Issue 6/2013)
“The cherry blossom is transient, the Marantz NA-11S1 is not. No other player has been able to convert digital music into analogue music as convincingly so far.”

Stereo (Issue 7/2013)
“Marantz has made a great product here: fully equipped with sophisticated technologies for all digital lifestyles and an excellent sound.”

Einsnull (Issue 9/2013)
“Marantz can be proud of this. A first class DAC that handles all modern requirements und offers an absolutely incorruptible sound.”

Audiotest (Issue 6/2013)
“If you want to experience big orchestra concerts in a very realistic way at home, the Marantz network player will be the right choice.”

Jazzism (Issue October/November 2013)
“This player performs as no other digital player before. Of course there are cheaper, good sounding alternatives (the NA7004 of Marantz e.), but this unique combination of high end components and used professional technology lift the audio reproduction of the NA-11S1 to a level that is not yet met by any other player.”
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